An asymptotic technique is presented to characterize the data rate (bits/symbol) achievable on a wireless link in a spatially distributed network with active interferers at correlated positions, N receive diversity branches, and linear Minimum-Mean-Square-Error (MMSE) receivers. This framework is then applied to systems including analogs to Matern type I and type II networks which are useful to model systems with Medium-Access Control (MAC), cellular uplinks with orthogonal transmissions and frequency reuse, and Boolean cluster networks. It is found that for our network models, with moderately large N, the correlation between interferer positions does not significantly influence the rate, resulting in simple approximations for the data rates achievable in such networks which are known to be difficult to analyze and for which only a few results are available. These results can help system designers to optimize parameters such as frequency reuse factors in cellular networks and understand the trade off between improved data rates and increased costs associated with increasing diversity orders for a wide range of system models.
I. INTRODUCTION

A. Background and Main Contributions
I N systems with multiple diversity branches such as multiantenna systems, the diversity can be used for interference mitigation which can increase aggregate data rates in networks. Since signal and interference strengths are influenced by relative node positions, the spatial distribution of nodes strongly influences the performance of such systems. Most works on wireless networks with spatially distributed nodes assume that the locations of active nodes are independent, e.g. by modeling nodes as Poisson Point Processes (PPPs) ( [1] , [2] , [3] , [4] , [5] , [6] ). The PPP is a good model for networks with spatially uncorrelated transmissions. In many situations however, active nodes may be spatially correlated, e.g. in networks with coordinated transmissions such as networks with Medium-Access-Control (MAC), systems with significant physical constraints on how close nodes may get to each other such as vehicular networks, networks which employ spatial Manuscript received September 3, 2013;  revised December 17, 2013 . The editor coordinating the review of this paper and approving it for publication was C. Abou-Rjeily.
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Digital Object Identifier 10.1109/TCOMM.2014.02081414.130691 reuse such as cellular networks, and networks with spatially clustered users which naturally arise in many scenarios. The analysis of networks with spatially correlated transmitters is known to be difficult 1 . Giacomelli, Ganti and Haenggi remark in [7] that "in view of the difficulties of analyzing non-Poisson point processes, it cannot be expected that general closed-form expressions exist", and further point out that models that admit repulsion and attraction between nodes are nontrivial. In the uplinks of cellular networks, the spatial dependence of active mobiles due to multiple-access techniques such as Time-Division-Multiple-Access (TDMA) and the dependence of transmit power on position due to power control further complicates analysis, as noted by Novlan, Dhillon and Andrews in [8] . Along with [9] , [8] also points out the difficulties in analyzing networks with hexagonal cells which corresponds to an ideal placement of base-stations for covering the plane if coverage regions are circular. To handle the complexity of spatially correlated transmitters, with the notable exception of Poisson cluster networks (e.g. [10] and [11] ), researchers use either asymptotic analysis of some form, or approximate user locations as being independent. Furthermore, almost all of the existing works deal with systems that have no diversity (e.g. single antenna users) and thus are unable to exploit diversity for interference mitigation, which as noted earlier is dependent on the spatial distribution of users.
In this paper, we develop an asymptotic technique to characterize the Signal-to-Interference-Ratio (SIR) of a representative link with multiple receive-diversity branches employing a linear Minimum-Mean-Square-Error (MMSE) receiver in a network with co-channel interferers at correlated spatial positions. The diversity at the receiver is used to mitigate interference by optimally combining the signals received on the multiple diversity branches such that the SIR is maximized. Hence the focus of this work is on the use of diversity to mitigate interference rather than to increase robustness to channel variation which is the focus of a large body of literature on spatial diversity. The linear MMSE receiver is the linear receiver that maximizes the SIR if noise is negligible compared to interference. In dense, interferencelimited networks the SIR directly influences achievable data rates if Gaussian transmit signals are assumed. Note that if we do not assume Gaussian transmit signals, we can apply a correction factor to the SIR to estimate the rate [9] . Additionally, if the residual interference at the output of the MMSE receiver is treated as noise, the Gaussian distribution is the worst case interference distribution if no constraints are placed on the distribution of the transmit signals except for a power constraint. Thus the rate achievable with Gaussian distributed interference can be interpreted as a lower bound on the achievable rate. Note however, that if more practical constraints are placed on the signal constellation such as M-ary amplitude modulation, the Gaussian distribution is no longer the worst-case distribution [12] .
We consider the asymptotic regime with the number of diversity branches N and potential interferers n (defined in Section II) going to infinity with a positive ratio. We make this assumption for technical reasons in order to utilize results from infinite random matrix theory that require matrices to grow in both dimensions with a fixed ratio. As we show in Section III, this assumption is not limiting since we later take this ratio to infinity which implies that our results apply to networks with moderately large numbers of diversity branches at the receiver and a large number of active transmitters. Moreover, the MMSE receiver can null out N − 1 interferers with N diversity branches. Thus, if n does not grow with N , the MMSE receiver will be able to remove all interference, resulting in infinite SIR, which is not useful in analyzing large, real systems. While the asymptotic analysis provides insight into the scaling behavior of such networks, we use it primarily as a tool to analyze networks with large but fixed numbers of nodes and diversity branches. We do not consider multiple transmit-diversity branches (e.g. multiple transmit antennas) here. In the literature, it has been found that single transmit antennas are often preferable over multiple transmit antennas in dense networks or when low outage probabilities are desired [1] , [2] , [4] . Hence considering only single transmit diversity branches is still of interest. We treat the case of multiple transmit diversity branches in a follow-on work [13] where we find that in many cases of interest, only one transmit diversity branch should be utilized even when multiple are available.
We find that an appropriately normalized version of the SIR, and with Gaussian transmissions, the achievable rate (and its mean), converge in probability to deterministic values if the correlation between active transmitters satisfies an asymptotic independence property which applies to networks where two nodes separated by a large distance are essentially independent. Since it is reasonable to expect nodes that are far away from each other to be independent in many systems, the results here are applicable to a range of systems. The asymptotic expressions for the different spatial correlation models that satisfy our assumptions have the same form, with the only difference being in the density of active transmitters. Since networks with spatially independent transmitters are also covered by this model, the asymptotic rate for systems with "large" numbers of diversity branches and correlated transmissions is approximated well by the asymptotic rate for a network with independent transmissions but equivalent density of active nodes, resulting in simple approximations, which are exact in an asymptotic sense.
This framework is applied to two hard-core models which are close analogs to Matern type I and type II networks com-monly used to model Carrier-Sense-Multiple-Access (CSMA), the uplink of cellular networks with large antenna arrays at base stations and hexagonal cells, which is currently an active research area 2 , and a Boolean cluster model where nodes are active if they are within a certain distance of randomly distributed cluster centers. These examples, which include both repulsive (hard core) and attractive (cluster) models, illustrate the applicability of our framework to a range of systems. Note that the Boolean cluster model and the Poisson cluster model differ in that in the former, the spatial density of active nodes is either zero or a positive constant. In the Poisson cluster model however, the density of nodes on the plane could vary significantly as regions where K > 1 clusters overlap will have K times the density of nodes compared to regions of the plane where there is a single cluster.
The asymptotic results are validated by Monte Carlo simulations which show a close agreement between the asymptotic predictions (particularly the mean rate) and simulated values, even when the number of diversity branches per receiver is only moderately large (e.g. N = 6). Although six diversity branches (e.g. through six antennas) may be large for certain applications like cellular telephones, it is very realistic for systems such as laptop computers and vehicular communications systems. While it would be ideal to have an exact statistical characterization of the SINR for finite systems with the forms of spatial correlations that fall under our framework, we note that such systems have proven difficult to analyze exactly, even for single antenna systems, as noted in the this and the next subsections, and evidenced by the approximations that are frequently used to analyze such networks. Thus this work presents an alternative asymptotic approach to analyze networks with spatially correlated users, compared to the technique of taking the density of active interferers to zero utilized in [14] , and [7] .
B. Related Work
In hard-core networks, active nodes are separated by a minimum distance causing dependence between active nodes which makes these networks particularly difficult to analyze. Bounds on the mean interference in Matern type I and II networks with single-antenna nodes were found by Haenggi in [15] . Ganti, Andrews and Haenggi in [14] , and Giacomelli, Ganti and Haenggi in [7] , analyze networks with singleantenna nodes at correlated positions (including hard-core networks) using asymptotic techniques, where the density of active nodes is taken to zero. Recently, El-Sawy et al. [16] , [17] proposed a new hard-core model for CSMA networks in which they characterize the interference by assuming that active nodes (single antenna) are independently located outside a guard-zone around a test receiver. The prior works that consider multiantenna systems in hard-core networks (e.g. [18] ) use a similar approach by approximating node positions as independent. The uplink of cellular networks with single 2 While our results provide insight into achievable rates in massive MIMO systems, since our goal is not to analyze such systems specifically, we assume a TDMA is used and do not consider issues such as pilot contamination here. Moreover, our results are applicable even when the number of diversity branches N is only moderately large and not necessarily in the massive regime.
antenna nodes and Poisson cells were analyzed in [8] and [19] . Cellular systems with regular cells are usually analyzed by Monte Carlo simulation such as in [20] and other references given in [8] . In a recent work [21] , we consider the uplink of cellular systems with hexagonal and Poisson distributed cells but with spatially independent wireless nodes. Wireless networks modeled by Poisson cluster processes have been analyzed in works such as [10] and [11] . The high degree of independence in this model, where cluster centers and nodes within each cluster are independently distributed, makes the Poisson cluster model more amenable to analysis than the Boolean cluster model.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
Consider a circular network of radius R centered at the origin, with a representative receiver at the origin. The representative receiver is in a link with a representative transmitter located at a deterministic point X T which is at distance r T = |X T | from the origin. The representative receiver has N diversity branches (e.g. antennas or frequency diversity), with independent flat fading on each diversity branch. In addition to the representative transmitter, there are n potential interferers in the network, which if active, are co-channel interferers to the representative link. Some of the potential interferers will not be actively transmitting as described later in this section.
Let the potential interferer locations be denoted X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X n , and r i = |X i | be the distance of the i-th interferer from the origin. The n potential interferers are i.i.d. with uniform probability in the circular network such that the area density of potential interferers ρ p satisfies n = π ρ p R 2 .
(1)
The average power (averaged over the fading realizations) received at each diversity branch of the representative receiver from a transmitter at a distance r i , transmitting with power P i is P i r −α i , with α > 2. The transmit power of the i-th potential interferer, P i equals one or zero, and the transmit power of the representative transmitter is fixed at one. Therefore, the vector of transmit powers p = (P 1 , P 2 , · · · , P n ) controls which of the potential interferers are active, and the representative transmitter is assumed to always be active.
The vector y ∈ C N ×1 defined as follows contains the sampled signals at a given sampling time at the N diversity branches of the representative receiver.
where x i (x T ), is the transmitted symbol of potential interferer i (representative transmitter), and g i ∈ C N ×1 (g T ∈ C N ×1 ) contains i.i.d., zero-mean, unit-variance random variables drawn from a continuous distribution representing the fading between the i-th potential interferer (representative transmitter) and the N diversity branches of the representative receiver. The representative receiver is assumed to perfectly know the channel vector between itself and the representative transmitter r − α 2 T g T , and the spatial covariance matrix of the interference,
We shall focus on the interference-limited regime where the noise power → 0, hence (2) does not include noise. The potential interferers are assigned transmit powers of one or zero by a function g(·) such that p = g (X 1 , · · · , X n ; M 1 , M 2 , · · · , M m ; X T ). M 1 , · · · , M m are auxiliary random variables that are used to select the active transmitters, and are defined differently according to the specific model. For instance, in the HC-II model these variables are used to select which node is active when there are two or more nodes within each other's hard core, and in the Boolean cluster model, these variables represent the cluster centers. The function g(·), thus controls which of the n potential interferers are transmitting, and since it is parameterized by X T , the transmit powers of the interferers are a function of the locations of all potential interferers and the representative transmitter. We denote the set of active interferers as T := {i : P i = 1}.
The asymptotic regime we shall consider is the limit as N , n and R → ∞, such that n/N = c > 0 and ρ p are constants, and (1) holds. For the rest of this paper, whenever any one of the quantities n, N or R → ∞, it is assumed that the other two quantities go to infinity as well, such that n/N = c and (1) hold. As mentioned in the introduction, we take n and N to infinity to utilize results from infinite random matrix theory. Since our goal is to analyze large networks with finite densities of users, we need to take R to infinity as √ n in order to maintain a fixed density of interferers with increasing n. The main results are given in terms of limiting values of a normalized version of the SIR, β N = N −α/2 r α T SIR, at the output of the MMSE receiver. This normalization is used because the un-normalized SIR grows with the number of diversity branches as N α/2 . Thus, using the standard formula for the SIR at the output of an MMSE receiver, we have
Note that the matrix above will be invertible with probability 1 in the limit based on assumptions given subsequently. Define
for convenience. Note that p in is the average received power (averaged over the fading distribution) from node i scaled by N α/2 , at a diversity branch at the origin. We assume that the spatial correlation between the transmitting nodes satisfies the following asymptotic independence property (AIP),
Note that if Pr(p in ≤ x) = Pr(p jn ≤ x) ∀ i, j and for all i = j and k = , Pr(p in ≤ x, p jn ≤ x) = Pr(p kn ≤ x, p n ≤ x), which would hold if the pairwise joint CDFs of the p in terms are equal for each n, then (4) directly simplifies to the following for i = j
(5) thus requires that the scaled average received powers at the origin due to two nodes randomly placed in the radius-R network become independent as R → ∞. We additionally require that
which requires that the marginal distribution of the scaled path-loss of an active node is independent of whether it is active or not in the limit as n, N, R → ∞. Additionally, define ν as the average probability of a potential interferer being active in the limit, i.e.,
Pr(P i = 1) .
We require that νn/N = νc > 1, i.e., there are more active interferers than the number of diversity branches at the receiver in the limit. With this requirement, for n and N sufficiently large, there are more active interferers than the number of diversity branches at the receiver and the matrix in (3) consists of a sum of νn independent rank 1 matrices. Since νn/N > 1, and the entries of g i are i.i.d. from a continuous distribution, the matrix in (3) is full-rank and invertible in the limit with probability 1.
III. MAIN RESULT
Theorem 1: If the system model from the previous section holds, as n, N, R → ∞ such that n/N = c > 0, and (1) hold, β N → β in probability where β is the unique, real, positive solution to
where ρ = ρ p ν, and 2 F 1 (., .; .; .) is the Gauss hypergeometric function (see e.g. [22] ) Proof: Given in Appendix A.
Note that ρ is the density of active interferers in the limit, and that (8) depends on ρ, but not on the specific model for the spatial correlation of active transmitters. Since Theorem 1 holds for systems with spatially independent interferers, the normalized SIR in systems with correlated active transmitters (but satisfying the AIP), converges to the same limit as a network with independent transmitters, with the equivalent density of active transmitters. This leads to simple approximations for the rate as the influence on the SIR of the potentially complicated dependence between active nodes becomes negligible with large N . For ease of exposition, we shall assume here that the degrees of freedom in the system are spatial degrees of freedom from N antennas at the receiver. The MMSE receiver tends to spatially whiten the interference such that there are no dominant sources of interference in the output of the MMSE receiver. Thus, for large N , the residual interference in the output of the MMSE receiver is primarily due to a large number of interferers with approximately the same received power. These interferers occupy a large area, and hence it is the effective density of the active interferers over a large area that primarily influences the interference power, and hence SIR. Assuming that all transmitters use Gaussian code books and recalling that the noise is negligible, the achievable rate is computed using the Shannon formula, C N = log 2 (1 + SIR). By the continuity of the logarithm, as N → ∞ as in Theorem 1 the following holds in probability,
The previous expression implies that the achievable data rate assuming Gaussian transmissions converges to a deterministic asymptote as N, n, R → ∞ in the manner of Theorem 1. β does not depend on the specific spatial correlation model but rather the density of active transmissions. This indicates that features such as imposing a guard-zone in the vicinity of the receiver do not influence the achievable data rate beyond reducing the density of active interferers. Note that if we view the N diversity branches as N degrees of freedom available to the MMSE receiver, the MMSE receiver can perfectly null out interference from one dominant interferer at the cost of one degree of freedom. Thus, when N is large, the performance of systems with or without guard zones (with equal density of active interferers) are approximately equal because the dominant interferers that are removed by the guard-zone in one case, can be nulled with negligible cost in degrees-offreedom in systems without guard zones. Furthermore, applying the bounded convergence theorem in the manner of [23] , we can show that
Hence, log 2 1 + r −α T N α 2 β approximates the mean rate for large N .
In general, the solution for β in (8) has to be found numerically and we have not been able to show that provably convergent numerical techniques can be used to solve this equation. However, if the number of diversity branches at the receiver N is much smaller than the number of potential interferers in the network n, then c is large. In this case we can find a simple approximation for β that exposes the dependency of the SIR on the relevant system parameters. Note that the hypergeometric function in the second term on the RHS of (8) has positive parameters implying that it is a power series with positive coefficients. Hence, the second term on the RHS of (8) is non-negative, is an increasing function of its argument, and is bounded from above by
Since α > 2, as c → ∞, the previous expression goes to zero, and the second term on the RHS of (8) goes to zero as well.
Thus, if c → ∞ after n, N, R → ∞, we have the following 3 :
lim c→∞ lim N →∞
Thus for large N , but with the number of potential interferers in the network n, greatly exceeding the number of diversity branches at the receiver N , (i.e. large c),
Since the RHS of (13) does not depend on the specific value of c, this approximation can be used in networks with a fixed but large n and different values of N , as long as n N . Variants of this approximation are used in the subsequent sections, and if limits are taken as in (11) and (12), the approximations become precise.
Besides the fact that the achievable rate is not dependent on the specific spatial correlation model but only on the limiting density of active interferers as noted earlier, (10)-(12) provides a simple characterization of the achievable rate as a function of N , ρ, α and link length r T . Recalling the definition of β N , (10) indicates that the SIR grows as (N/ρ) α 2 with the MMSE receiver compared to the simpler matched-filter receiver where the SIR grows linearly with N . (12) indicates that the mean rate can be kept approximately constant with increasing ρ if N is increased linearly, which suggests that to the extent that the system assumptions hold (in particular the independent fading), a higher density of active transmissions can be accommodated by increasing N e.g. by using a larger number of antennas. Moreover (11) indicates that for large N and c and a given link length r T , the achievable rate is approximately constant which is useful for ensuring fairness, in particular for the uplink of power-controlled TDMA cellular networks as described in Section V.
IV. APPLICATIONS
A. Hard Core Models
We apply this framework to two hard-core models, HC-I and HC-II which are analogous to the Matern type I and II hardcore models [24] . These models can be used to model active nodes in systems with MAC protocols where nodes that are close to each other are not allowed to transmit simultaneously. For instance, the Matern type II model has been used to model the CSMA protocol [25] .
In the HC-I model, we assume that all n interferers in the radius R network are active unless they are within a distance h of any other interferer or the representative transmitter. In 3 We thank Prof. Matthew McKay for suggesting this step.
the HC-II model, if two (or more) potential interferers are within a distance h of each other, one of them is activated, resulting in a higher density of active transmitters than in the HC-I model. The auxiliary random variables M i , which are i.i.d. uniform random variables in (0, 1], are used to select the active interferer when multiple potential interferers are within a distance h of each other. In the stochastic geometry literature, M i is known as the mark of the i-th node. A potential interferer is active only if it has a lower mark than all other potential interferers within a distance h of it.
In comparison, the Matern type-I and II processes are constructed from underlying PPPs. For the type I process, each point of the underlying PPP within a distance h from another point of the underlying process is removed. For the type II process, a point of the underlying PPP is retained only if there is no other point of the PPP within a distance h of it which has a mark of lesser value. To incorporate an active transmitter at a particular location, the Matern process has to be conditioned on having a node at that location which leads to added mathematical complexity as the probability of a node being at a particular point is zero. We avoid this complexity for HC-I and HC-II by assuming that the representative transmitter is not part of the random process but is at a deterministic point.
Recall
assigns the transmit powers to the interferers. For the HC-I model,
For the HC-II model,
In Appendix E, we show that the HC-I and HC-II models satisfy the AIP in (5) and (6). Thus, (13) can be used to approximate the asymptotic and mean rate with the appropriate limiting density of active transmitters ρ. As R → ∞, the limiting densities for the HC-I and HC-II models respectively are found in Appendix E to be
The limiting densities above are identical to the density of points in type-I and II Matern hard-core processes, and in conjunction with (13) can be used to design the radius of guard-zones. Note that in most works that model hard-core networks in the literature, the authors assume that the users are distributed independently outside the hard-core radius around the representative receiver [16] , [17] , [18] . This assumption is made a priori in these works and the theoretical results derived using this assumption are compared to simulations of networks with hard cores around all nodes which introduces correlation in the locations of active users, without a theoretical justification for the approximations. In contrast we make no such simplifying assumptions in the spatial distribution model we use.
B. Cellular Uplink
In certain wireless communications systems such as the uplink of cellular networks with TDMA and frequency reuse, at most one wireless node is allowed to transmit at a given time, in a given frequency band, and in a given spatial region. The active nodes in such a network are spatially correlated and the framework developed here can be used to analyze such systems.
Consider the uplink of a cellular network with base stations at hexagonal lattice sites, with one base station located at the origin acting as the representative receiver which is assigned to frequency-band 0. Mobile nodes connect to their nearest base station and so the cells are formed by a Voronoi tessellation of the plane about the base stations. Let ρ c denote the area density of the base stations. Overlaid on the grid of base stations is the circular network of radius R centered at the origin, with n mobile nodes, which are the potential interferers, i.i.d. with uniform probability in the circular network as shown in Figure  1 which illustrates the active mobiles in frequency-band 0. Assume that the representative transmitter is in the cell at the origin, at a fixed distance r T from the origin, and transmits in frequency-band 0. For simplicity, we shall assume that there is only one time slot in which at most one mobile node per cell is selected to transmit. Extensions to multiple time slots can be made readily. We shall only consider transmissions in frequency-band 0 here and all mobiles transmitting in other frequency bands are assumed to transmit with zero power as they will not influence the signal in frequency-band 0. The positions of the n potential interferers are denoted by X 1 , X 2 , · · · X n . As in Section III, we shall take n, R and N to infinity. The i-th potential interferer is assigned a mark M i which is a uniform random variable in [0, 1), used to decide which mobile transmits when there are multiple mobiles in a cell assigned to band 0. Let the cells assigned to band 0 be denoted C 0 , C 1 , C 2 , · · · , with C 0 denoting the cell at the origin.
For simplicity of exposition, we focus on systems with unit transmit power at the mobiles, but also provide corresponding expressions for systems that use a simple power control algorithm. The set of active nodes in band 0 is determined by the function (P 1 , P 2 , · · · , P n ) = g(X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X n ; M 1 , M 2 , · · · , M n ; X T ) given by Figure 1 illustrates an example of such a network with reuse factor 3, where a reuse factor of κ here refers to a network where one in κ cells are assigned to a given frequency band. The base stations are represented by the dots and the representative transmitter by the square. The mobile transmitters active in frequency-band 0 are represented by the crosses and the remaining mobiles are not shown.
As outlined in Appendix H, this model satisfies the AIP in (5) and (6) , and the limiting density of active interferers ρ is found in Appendix H to be Thus, we can approximate the mean rate of a link with length r T by (13) and ρ as above. If the representative transmitter is located at the cell edge, ρ c =
. Substituting for ρ c in (19) and the resulting expression for ρ into (13) yields the following expression for the asymptotic and mean rate of a mobile at a cell edge.
Suppose that the i-th active mobile transmits with power r α bi instead of unit power, where r bi is the distance of the i-th active mobile node to its base-station. Thus, this power control scheme compensates for the path loss between the mobiles and their base stations. Note that this is a special case of the fractional power control scheme from [8] and others. Accounting for the power control as in [21] , the asymptotic and mean rate of the representative link is
Thus, for systems with large N and c, the achievable rate, regardless of link-length, is close to the RHS of (21) . Assuming the accuracy of the asymptotic approximations, the reuse-normalized asymptotic and mean rate can be computed by multiplying the RHS of (21) by 1 κ . Relaxing the integer requirement on κ, the reuse factor that maximizes the approximate mean rate can be found in terms of the Lambert-W function, W 0 (z), (for details, see Problem 14.6 of [22] for a similar calculation in a different context)
The RHS of (22) is monotonically decreasing with α and N . For α = 2.5 and N = 4, κ ≈ 1. Since α ≥ 3 is common in practice, assuming integer reuse, κ = 1 is optimal for many systems with large N .
C. Boolean Cluster Networks
In this section, we illustrate the utility of Theorem 1 to analyze the Boolean cluster model which is described in Section I. More precisely, we can define the Boolean cluster model as follows. Consider a set of cluster centers M 1 , M 2 , · · · M m , i.i.d., with uniform probability, in the circular network such that m = πρ b R 2 , where ρ b is the density of the Boolean clusters. For this model, (P 1 , · · · , P n ) = g(X 1 , X 2 , · · · , X n ; M 1 , M 2 , · · · , M m ; X T ) is as follows.
where B (Y, d) is a disk of radius d centered on Y . We can show that this model satisfies the AIP because as R → ∞, the probability that two potential interferers X i and X j are in the same cluster diminishes to zero. The density of active interferers is found to equal the product of the density of potential interferers ρ p and the percent coverage of the Boolean model (see e.g. [24] ) with circular grains of radius h. This value is
Thus, the mean rate is given by (13) with the above definition for the limiting effective density of active interferers.
V. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS
We conducted Monte Carlo simulations to validate the asymptotic results derived in the previous sections for the different systems considered in this paper.
A. Hard-core models
We simulated both HC-I and HC-II networks with α = 4. The link-lengths r T for both sets of simulations were selected such that πρ p r 2 T = 1, i.e. on average 1 potential interferer is closer to the representative receiver than the representative transmitter. The radii of the guard zones h were varied as a function of r T and are given in the corresponding figures. Figure 2 illustrates the mean rate from 1000 simulations of the HC-I model with guard zones that are multiples of the length of the representative link. As seen in the figure, the asymptotic approximation (from (13) with ρ I defined appropriately) is very close to the simulated mean rate. Figure  3 illustrates the mean rate from simulations of the HC-II model. Note from the figure that the asymptotic approximation is very close to the simulated mean rate, even when the number of diversity branches is only moderately large. For both the HC-I and HC-II models, compared to the simulation, for all cases considered the simulated mean rate is within 5% of the asymptote when N ≥ 2. Figure 4 shows the rate obtained from 100 simulations of the HC-II model for different receive diversity orders to illustrate the distribution of rates. The concentration of points with increasing number of diversity branches indicates that the rate concentrates on the asymptotic prediction which indicates convergence in probability. 
B. Cellular Uplink
To validate the asymptotic results presented in Section IV-B, we simulated cellular networks with hexagonal cells and frequency reuse factor 3 as illustrated in Figure 1 . The path-loss exponent α = 4, the density of potential interferers (mobiles) ρ p = 0.01 and different relative densities of base stations to mobile nodes (indicated in the Figure) were used. At most one mobile was allowed to transmit in any cell assigned to band 0. Figure 5 illustrates the mean rate of the representative link of length r T , where r T was such that πρ p r 2 T = 1, i.e. there is on average one potential interferer closer to the base station at the origin than the representative transmitter. The representative transmitter was assigned to band 0 and is always active.
The markers in Figure 5 illustrate the simulated values and the solid lines represent (13) , with the effective density of interferers ρ given by (19) . The asymptotic prediction for the mean rate are within 1% of the simulated values for N ≥ 6, validating the asymptotic predictions. The dashed lines represent the simulated standard deviations which decay with number of diversity branches. For the systems we simulated, the standard deviation is less than 5% of the asymptotic mean rate when N ≥ 10. The decaying standard deviation indicates mean-square convergence which implies convergence in probability. Figure 6 illustrates simulations of a network with ρ c /ρ p = 0.1, with the representative transmitter located at the edge of the cell centered at the origin. The figure shows the reuse- normalized mean rate vs. the number of diversity branches at the representative base station for systems with and without power control, and reuse factors of κ = 1 and 3. Note that power control can increase the mean rate of the cell-edge user by approximately 40% and that a frequency reuse factor of 1 results in greater reuse-normalized mean rate for power controlled systems than a reuse factor of 3.
C. Boolean Cluster Model
We simulated Boolean cluster networks with path-loss exponent α = 4. The density of potential interferers ρ p = 0.01 and different relative densities of clusters to wireless nodes was used. Figure 7 illustrates the mean rate of the representative link of length r T . r T was such that πρ p r 2 T = 1, i.e. there is on average one potential interferer closer to the representative base station than the representative transmitter. The simulated mean rate are represented by the markers, and the asymptotic prediction of (13) with the effective density of active interferers given by (24) , is represented by the solid line. The simulated mean rate agrees with the asymptotic expression to within 2.5% when N ≥ 8, and within 5% if N ≥ 6 in all the cases we considered. The dashed lines in the figure indicate the standard deviation of the rate from simulations which decay with increasing numbers of diversity branches. For the cases we considered, the standard deviation is 10% or less of the asymptotic mean rate when the number of diversity branches is 12 or more. The decay in standard deviation indicates convergence in mean square, and hence in probability.
VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
An asymptotic technique to characterize the rate achievable in wireless networks where active interferers are spatially correlated and receivers have N diversity branches with linear MMSE processing is presented. We show that for large N and assuming Gaussian transmissions, the rate and its mean approach an asymptote. While systems with spatially correlated transmitters are known to be difficult to analyze, in networks that satisfy our assumptions, when N grows large the influence of the spatial dependence of the active nodes on the rate diminishes. Thus, the rate and in particular its mean can be approximated using simple expressions involving the limiting density of active transmissions, which are precise in an asymptotic sense.
We consider networks where the path-losses from active transmitters satisfy a certain pairwise asymptotic independence criteria. This framework is applied to two hard-core models, which are close analogs to Matern type I and II models which are commonly used to model networks with CSMA MAC protocols. We also apply this result to analyze the uplink in cellular networks with orthogonal transmissions and frequency reuse, and a Boolean cluster model which can be used to model networks with hot spots.
These findings help improve our understanding of the tradeoff between increasing numbers of diversity branches, which is directly related to cost in most systems, on data rates. These results can also be utilized to optimize parameters such as reuse factors in cellular systems. The asymptotic results are validated by Monte Carlo simulations which match theoretical predictions even when the number of diversity branches is only moderately large. These findings provide insight into wireless networks with correlated transmissions, which are well known to be challenging to analyze, and for which only a limited number of results exist in the literature.
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APPENDICES
A. Proof of Main Result
To prove the main result, we first define the empirical distribution function (e.d.f.) of a set of random variables as the proportion of those random variables that are less than or equal to the argument of the e.d.f. For instance, denoting the e.d.f. of p in by H n (x), we have
where 1 {·} is the indicator function, and a in (x) = 1 {pin≤x} . The main property used in proving Theorem 1 is the following lemma which is a variant of Lemma 1 from Govindasamy et al. [21] and Lemma 4.3 of Tse and Hanly [26] . The difference between this lemma and Lemma 1 from [21] is that in [21] , the e.d.f. of the ψ i terms is assumed to converge with probability 1. This property holds by the strong law of large numbers if the ψ i terms are independent (corresponding to spatially independent transmitters). In this work, the convergence is only required to be in probability which enables us to apply the lemma to a wider class of models with spatially correlated active transmitters. Lemma 1: Consider the quantity
where s ∈ C N ×1 and S ∈ C N ×n comprise i.i.d., zero-mean, unit-variance entries, n/N = c, and Ψ = diag(ψ 1 , ψ 2 , · · · ψ n ). Suppose that as n, N → ∞, the e.d.f. of (ψ 1 , ψ 2 , · · · ψ n ) converges in probability to H(x). Additionally, assume that there exists an n 0 such that ∀n > n 0 , λ min 1 N SΨS † ≥ λ b > 0, with probability 1, where λ min (A) denotes the minimum eigenvalue of any square matrix A, and λ b is an arbitrary, strictly positive number. Then, γ N → γ in probability where γ equals the unique non-negative real solution for γ in
Proof: Given in Appendix B.
Comparing with (3), we note that β N = γ N from (26). To use Lemma 1 to characterize β N , we first condition on the event (denoted by D) that the fraction of potential interferers that are active is greater than or equal to 1 δ of its limiting value. Thus, D is the event that |T | n ≥ ν δ , which from the definition of c from Section II implies that |T | > N. This condition implies that for N sufficiently large, 1 N SΨS † is full rank, is invertible and its minimum eigenvalue is strictly positive, satisfying the minimum eigenvalue condition required by Lemma 1, for the same reasons that the matrix in (3) is invertible with probability 1 in Section II. Since |T | n → ν in probability by the AIP, as n → ∞,
To use Lemma 1, we first show that conditioned on D, the e.d.f. of the p in = N α/2 P i r −α i terms, defined in (25), converges in probability to a limiting function H(x) in Lemma 2. We then show that the minimum eigenvalue property required by Lemma 1 is satisfied in Lemma 3. The proof is completed by evaluating (27) with H(x) from Lemma 2.
Lemma 2: If (4) and (6) hold, and conditioned on D, as n, N, R → ∞,
in probability. Proof: Given in Appendix C Lemma 3: Let Ψ and S be as defined above and recall that 1 < δ < cν. Conditioned on D there exists an n 0 such that for all n > n 0 , and with probability 1,
Proof: Given in Appendix D Thus, from Lemmas 2, 3 and 1, conditioned on D, β N converges to a limit we define as β = γ in probability. Hence, for any > 0, Pr (|β N − β| > |D ) → 0 . Since Pr(D) → 1, for any > 0,
i.e. β N → β in probability. We can then substitute the derivative of H(x) from (29), into (27) (with β now replacing γ), and integrate to get
Applying the Pfaff transform (see e.g. [22] ) to (32) yields (8) .
B. Proof Of Lemma 1
Let Q N (x) denote the e.d.f. of the diagonal entries of Ψ, and Q(x) be its limit as N, n, R → ∞ in the manner of Lemma 1 (note that all convergence results here refer to this regime). Additionally, let G N (·) denote the e.d.f. of the eigenvalues of 1 N SΨS † and G(·) = lim N →∞ G N (·) which exists as shown subsequently. The proof is based on relaxing the requirement that Q N (x) → Q(x) with probability 1 from Lemma 1 of [21] , to convergence in probability. If Q N (x) converges with probability 1 to Q(x), from Theorem 4.3 of [27] , G N (x) → G(x) with probability 1 . The proofs of Lemma 1 from [21] and the corresponding result from [26] use this fact to show that the following converges to zero.
where I k is the k-th interval of a partition of the interval [27] if Q N (x) → Q(x) in probability, then G N (x) converges to some limitḠ(x) in probability (no form forḠ(x) is given in that theorem). The remaining task is to show thatḠ(x) = G(x). For a given x, consider the pair of random variables (G N (x), Q N (x)). By Theorem 4.3 of [27] , if Q N (x) → Q(x) with probability 1, the pair (G N (x), Q N (x)) converges with probability 1 to the pair (G(x), Q(x)). By the Skorohod representation theorem (see e.g. [28] ), there exists a probability space in which the pair (G N (x), Q N (x)) converges in probability but not with probability 1 to the pair (G(x), Q(x)). Since we know that if Q N (x) → Q(x) in probability, G N (x) →Ḡ(x) in probability, it must be the case thatḠ(x) = G(x). We have thus relaxed the requirement on the convergence of Q N (x) → Q(x), proving the main part of the lemma. Finally, the uniqueness of the solution for γ follows directly from Proposition 3.2 of [26] which shows that an equation of the form in (27) has only one solution for γ in [0, ∞).
C. Proof of Lemma 2
We first show that this property holds without conditioning on D. From the definition of a in (x), E[a in (x)] = Pr(p in ≤ x) and E[a in (x)a jn (x)] = Pr(p in ≤ x, p jn ≤ x). Next, definē
where (34) follows from the fact that
which does not depend on N because N , n, and R are related such that the CDF of N α/2 r −α 1 is independent of N . Taking the limit of (34) and substituting (6) 
where the last equality follows from substituting ρ = lim n→∞ 1 n n i=1 Pr(P i = 1) ρ p and the fact that Pr(P i = 1) + Pr(P i = 0) = 1. What remains now is to show that H n (x) → H(x) in probability.
From (36), for each > 0, ∃ n a such that for all n > n a , |H n (x) − H(x)| < 1 2 . Thus ∀ n > n a ,
cov(a in (x), a jn (x)) (37)
where the inequality follows from Chebyschev's inequality, and (37) from the expansion of the variance of a sum of random variables. As n, N, R → ∞, from (4) the RHS of (38) → 0 which implies that H n (x) → H(x) in probability.
Since Pr(D) → 1, this holds when conditioned on D as well.
D. Proof of Lemma 3
Recall that T is the set of active transmitters, and the definitions of Ψ and S,
Note that lim n→∞ |T | n = ν,in probability from the AIP. Recall that ν represents the fraction of potential interferers that are active in the limit. Let the members of T be labeled i 1 , i 2 , · · · . Next, define a new set of indices T which contains the indices of at most νn δ of the active nodes. In other words,
Since c = n/N and R = cN πρp , (39) can be written as
.
Since T 2 is non-negative definite, λ min (T 2 ) ≥ 0. Thus, by the Weyl inequality,
Conditioned on D, |T | n = ν δ , and from Theorem 5.11 of [27] , with probability 1,
where recall that 1 < δ < cν. From Theorem 6.3 of [27] , ∃n 0 such that ∀n > n 0 , with probability 1,
From the definition of T 1 , and (41), conditioned on D, there exists an n 0 for which for all n > n 0 , with probability 1,
Dividing the RHS by 2 makes the inequality strict. 
E. Proof that the HC-I and HC-II models satisfy the asymptotic independence property
In this appendix, we show that both the HC-I and HC-II models satisfy (5) . Instead of showing that the joint CDFs factor in the limit, it will be simpler to show that the joint Complementary CDFs (i.e. 1-CDF) factor instead, which implies that the CDFs factor for two variables. Figure 8 illustrates the network with the representative receiver at the origin, the representative transmitter at a distance r T from the origin, and interferers i and j. Let A denote the annulus centered at the origin with inner radius r T + 2h, and outer radius R − h. Let A represent the event that X i ∈ A, X j ∈ A and |X i − X j | > 2h. We consider this event in order to handle edge effects, the effects of the representative transmitter and to limit the dependence between P i and P j . Note that conditioned on A and for finite R, P i and P j are dependent because there are n points in the circular network. For the rest of this derivation, we shall assume that R > r T + 5h which simplifies the subsequent analysis and does not change the final result since we take R → ∞. As R → ∞, Pr(A) → 1 since Pr(X i ∈ A, X j ∈ A) → 1 as the fraction of the area of the circle of radius R that is not in A goes to zero, and
The RHS of (44) can be evaluated using Lemmas 4 and 5. where lim n→∞ Pr(P i = 1) = e −πρph 2 and lim n→∞ Pr(P i = 1) = 1−e −πρp h 2 πρph 2 for the HC-I and HC-II models respectively, for which ν from (7) follows directly. Proof: Given in Appendix F Substituting (47) and (45) into (44), we have for i = j,
where (48) is from (46) and the fact that Pr(P i = 1|A) → Pr(P i = 1), which also implies (6) . Recalling the definition of p in , (48) implies (5) .
F. Proof of Lemma 4
Recall that A is the event that |X i −X j | > 2h and X i , X j ∈ A. Thus,
Let |A| = π(R − h) 2 − π(r T + 2h) 2 be the area of A. Noting that A implies that X i / ∈ B(X j , 2h),
Similarly, we can write a lower bound which is active if
Comparing with (50) and recalling that |A| = Θ(R 2 ) = Θ(N ), note that the lower bound converges to the same form as the upper bound as n, N, R → ∞. Thus, taking the limit of (50) and using n/N = c and (1) yields
Since without conditioning on A, X i and X j are i.i.d., and Pr(A) → 1, from (51), 
Taking the limit of (49), and substituting (51) and (52) yields (45). (46) follows directly since conditioned on A, P i is independent of X i , and hence r i , and moreover Pr(A) → 1.
G. Proof of Lemma 5
Let #B(X i , h) = |{ : = i, X ∈ B(X i , h)}| denote the number of potential interferers in B(X i , h) excluding the interferer at X i itself. For both the HC-I and HC-II models, conditioned on #B(X i , h) = k and #B(X j , h) = m, the events P i = 1 and P j = 1 are independent. Thus, 
Recall that conditioned on A, X i / ∈ B(X j , h), and P j = 1 if the n − 2 remaining potential interferers are not in B(X j , h).
Using (1) 
where the last equality follows from symmetry between X i and X j and (56). Taking the limit of (55) and substituting (56), (57) and Pr(A) → 1, yields (47) for the HC-I model. Consider the previous expression written in terms of a double series (please see e.g. [30] for basic properties of double series) with the variables n 1 and n 2 replacing n, in the terms in the summation, and the upper limit of the summation respectively. Additionally, from (1) 
H. Outline of Proof that Cellular Uplink Model Satisfies AIP
Since this proof is similar to that of the HC-II model given above, only an summary of the main steps are given here. Let C A denote the union of all cells assigned to band 0, which are wholly contained in B(0, R), i.e., C A = k: C k ⊂B(0,R) C k . Now consider the following
As n, R → ∞, the edge effects diminish, and
Following steps used to derive (61), it can be shown that
From (64) and (65), and substituting Pr(
As R → ∞, the probability that X i and X j are in the same cell → 0, which implies (5), since 
